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Abstract: In the present work, we investigate different possibilities for the nonempirical localization of nonatomic centers within the context of the design of new generation polarizable force fields. To do so, the positions of electron localization function (ELF) and electron pair localization function (EPLF) attractors and of Boys orbital centroids are determined for a set of thirteen saturated and conjugated biologically relevant molecules. We consider the similarities and differences in the representations of localized lone pairs and \( \pi \) delocalized systems by these approaches, as well as the effects of the basis sets and of the level of quantum chemistry (QC). All three methods give consistent results upon dealing with the localized lone pairs. Concerning aromatic systems, whereas ELF and EPLF methods give mutually consistent results, the Boys scheme breaks the symmetry by alternating the electron distributions along the C–C bonds providing a different distribution of off-centered points. We then investigate the influence of lone pair localization in the water model of the Gaussian electrostatic model/sum of interactions between fragments ab initio computed (GEM/SIBFA) polarizable force field, which embodies an explicit representation of the lone pairs. This is done, in a series of mono- and poly-hydrated Zn(II) complexes, by comparing the overlap-dependent repulsion (\( E_{\text{rep}} \)) and charge-transfer (\( E_{\text{ct}} \)) contributions to their QC counterparts. We resort to either the current GEM/SIBFA water lone pair internal coordinates or to the ones derived from the previously mentioned localization procedures. The latter enables closer reproductions by \( E_{\text{rep}} \) and \( E_{\text{ct}} \) (GEM/SIBFA) of their exchange repulsion (\( E_{\text{exch}} \)) and QC counterparts. The present preliminary results show that QC localization procedures can be used to derive accurate, nonempirical positions for off-centered points intervening in the formulation of the overlap-dependent contributions of next-generation polarizable force fields.
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Résumé : Dans la présente étude, nous examinons les différentes localisations non empiriques possibles des centres non atomiques dans le contexte de la conception de champs de forces polarisables de nouvelle génération. À cette fin, nous déterminons les positions des attracteurs ELF (Electronic Localization Function, ou fonction de localisation électrostatique) et des attracteurs EPLF (Electron Pair Localization Function, ou fonction de localisation de paire d’électrons), ainsi que des centroides des orbitales de Boys pour un jeu de treize molécules saturées et conjuguées ayant une importance biologique. Nous considérons les similarités et les différences entre les représentations des paires libres et des systèmes \( \pi \) délocalisés obtenues par ces approches, ainsi que les effets des bases et du niveau de chimie quantique (QC). Les trois méthodes donnent des résultats cohérents lorsque l’on s’intéresse aux paires libres localisées. En ce qui concerne les systèmes aromatiques, alors que les méthodes ELF et EPLF donnent des résultats mutuellement cohérents, la méthode de Boys rompt la symétrie en alternant la répartition des électrons le long des liaisons C–C, ce qui donne une distribution différente des points excentrés. Nous étudions ensuite l’influence de la localisation des paires libres dans le modèle de l’eau dans le champ de forces polarisable GEM/SIBFA, qui figure une représentation explicite des paires libres. Sur une série de complexes de Zn(II) mono et polyhydratés, nous comparons les contributions des énergies de répulsion (\( E_{\text{rep}} \)) et de transfert de charge (\( E_{\text{ct}} \)) dépendantes de la superposition à leurs équivalents dans les calculs de chimie quantique (QC). Nous utilisons les coordonnées internes des paires libres de l’eau de la méthode GEM/SIBFA courante ou celles dérivées des procédures de localisation susmentionnées. Les secondes permettent que \( E_{\text{rep}} \) et \( E_{\text{ct}} \) (GEM/SIBFA) donnent des reproductions plus proches de leurs équivalents QC \( E_{\text{exch}} \) et \( E_{\text{ct}} \). Les résultats préliminaires présentés ici montrent que des procédures de localisation basées sur la chimie quantique peuvent être utilisées pour calculer les positions exactes, non empiriques, pour les points excentrés intervenant dans la formulation des contributions dépendantes du recouvrement de champs de forces polarisables de nouvelle génération. [Traduit par la Rédaction]

Mots-clés : ELF, EPLF, SIBFA, GEM, Boys, points extra-atomiques.
Introduction

The modeling of large molecular complexes is generally performed in the context of “classical” all-atom force fields such as assisted model building and energy refinement (AMBER),1 chemistry at Harvard molecular mechanics (CHARMM),2 or Groningen molecular simulation package (GROMOS).3 The intermolecular interaction energies and their gradients are obtained as sums of atom–atom contributions devoid of extra-atomic centers. Such approaches have been successful in the representation of a diversity of systems (see ref. 4 and refs. cited therein). Quantum chemistry (QC)-grounded topological analyses, such as electron point localization. These are the Boys procedure10 and the ELF and centroids of the lone pairs and of the chemical bonds.

For this purpose, we compare in the first part of this study the results from three different methods that enable extra-atomic point localization. These are the Boys procedure10 and the ELF and EPLF topological analyses. Their essential features are as follows. The Boys procedure computes localized molecular orbitals (LMOs) by maximizing the distances between the centroids of all couples of orbitals. As a result, the LMOs are localized on atoms (core electrons), bonds, and lone pairs (valence electrons).

An alternative to the Boys localization is found in the context of the topological analysis approaches. In a topological analysis, a partition of the molecular space is achieved using the theory of gradient dynamical systems. This partitioning gives a set of molecular volumes or domains denoted as “basins” localized around maxima (attractors) of the vector field of a scalar (local) function. Using the right choice of scalar function, such attractors, can be related to the Boys centroids. In the “quantum theory of atoms in molecules” (QTAIM) due to Bader,11 such a scalar function is the electron density itself and the basins are associated to the atoms only. To access localization going beyond atoms, one should resort to the use of another local function. For example, the ELF function can be used and is interpreted as a signature of the electronic-pair distribution. The relationship of the ELF function to pair functions has been demonstrated but ELF is defined to have values restricted to between 0 and 1. Once computed on a 3D grid, the ELF function can be partitioned into an intuitive chemical-scheme compatible with the spirit of Boys localization. Indeed, core regions can be determined (if the atomic number, Z, is > 2) for any atom A, namely the core basin labeled C(A). Regions associated to lone pairs are labeled V(A) and bonding regions denoting chemical bonds are noted V(A,B), in contrast to the QTAIM theory where the basins are localized on atoms only. These ELF regions closely match the domains of the valence shell electron pair repulsion (VSEPR) model. Recently, another local function providing the same information as the ELF has been proposed and is denoted as EPLF. Initially introduced within the framework of quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) approaches, EPLF is an indicator giving the average distances between an electron of a given spin located at point r and the closest spin-like and spin-unlike electrons. Its initial numerical definition has been recently modified to be analytically computable for any type of standard wave function and density functional theory (DFT) based methods. For closed-shell systems, the EPLF results are shown to closely match the ELF ones.

In this work, their similarities and differences will be evaluated on thirteen different molecular fragments frequently encountered in biological systems. These fragments differ in terms of the nature of their lone pairs and of their chemical bonds, whether single, conjugated, or double. The influence on the Gaussian basis sets and level of QC treatment will also be considered.

Water is a central molecule in condensed and biomolecular systems. Accurately reproducing its properties is therefore critical for their modeling. There exist several classical models that include nonatonic centers, whether nonpolarizable12–14 or polarizable,15–17 that are used in simulations of liquid water and water clusters. However, it was shown that an explicit representation of the water lone pairs is critical to reliably account for the nonadditivity of polarization and charge transfer in water clusters.18–20 Subsequent to the QC analyses, we will investigate the influence of the lone pair localization on the quality of the water model14 of the sum of interactions between fragments ab initio computed (SIBFA)21 polarizable force field. Along with the use of distributed QC multipoles and polarizabilities to compute the electrostatic and polarization contributions, a unique feature of SIBFA is the explicit representation of lone-pair hydrogens. The overlap-dependent, short-range contributions of ΔE, namely repulsion, E_{sep}, in first order and charge transfer, E_{ct}, in second order. These features were essential to afford a successful reproduction of both in-plane and out-of-plane angular variations of their respective QC counterparts, exchange repulsion (E_{exch}) and E_{ct}. This was illustrated for the first time in the case of the linear water dimer,22 and thereafter in a series of cation–ligand complexes,23,24 as well as complexes of ligands with a water probe.25 Toward further refining E_{sep} and E_{ct}, we will reinvestigate some previously studied26 mono- and poly-hydrated Zn(II) complexes and compare their values using the current values of lone pair internal coordinates to those derived from the previously mentioned QC localization procedures. Resorting to internal coordinates derived from ELF, EPLF, or Boys analyses on isolated molecules is fully justified regarding E_{sep}, which is a first-order contribution, involving the frozen (unperturbed) functions of the interacting partners. Regarding the two second-order contributions, polarization (E_{pol}) and E_{ct}, the possible displacements of the lone pairs due to the field of the incoming cation are accounted for implicitly in the initial calibration step, which had resorted to a divalent cation as a probe. It is also noted that for E_{ct}, an additional modulation of the effective radius of the electron donor was introduced in ref. 18 as a function of the magnitude of the field generated by the electron acceptor.

Quantum chemistry

Computational chemistry

The geometries of the thirteen molecules considered were optimized using the B3LYP27 DFT functional. At their energy minima, a vibration analysis was performed showing the absence of imaginary frequencies. The off-atomic centers, denoted as extra points hereafter, were localized using Boys procedure as well as ELF and EPLF topological analyses. For ELF, the TopMod program was used to derive the positions of attractors.28 Additional details about the ELF topological analysis and its applications to biological systems can be found in a recent review paper.7 For EPLF, upon using the original program29 an attractor localization procedure was developed for closed-shell molecules, which localizes in the three-dimensional molecular space the different minima of the EPLF. The EPLF attractors were defined as the local maxima of the EPLF as in the case of the ELF attractors.

For formamide, different basis sets were used to locate the Boys centroids and the ELF attractors, namely 6-31G,22 6-31+G, 6-31G**, 6-31+G**, 6-31GIG,23 6-311G+G**, and CEP 4-31G(3d).24 For all three localization procedures, the QC computations were performed at the HF, BLYP, B3LYP, and MPWPW91 level.25 MP2 and CCSD density were also derived to compute ELF and EPLF attractors and test the influence of the post-HF effects on the attractor positions. The energy decompositions on the Zn(II) complexes were done with the reduced variational space analysis (RVS) procedure30 at the HF/CEP 4-31G(2d) level.
Fig. 1. ELF (grey) and EPLF (green) attractors and Boys (purple) centroid localizations for (a) water, (b) ammonia, (c) benzene, (d) formamide, (e) formate, (f) pyridine, (g) pyrimidine, (h) imidazole, (i) adenine, (j) thymine, (k) guanine, (l) cytosine, and (m and n) glucose.
Results and discussion

Figure 1 represents the different molecules studied and their ELF and EPLF attractors in grey and green colors, respectively, as well as the centroids of the Boys localized orbitals shown in purple. These are water, ammonia, benzene, formamide, formate, pyridine, pyrimidine, imidazole, adenine, thymine, guanine, cytosine, and glucose. The coordinates of the molecules and of the centroids are given in the Supplementary data. We give separately in the Supplementary data the locations of the centroids currently used in SIBFA for several representative molecules: water, ammonia, formamide, formate, imidazole, and benzene. These are given with internal coordinates. For single bonds, the three methodologies give similar results and localize the extra point at the bond midpoint. Some differences arise, however, upon dealing with chemical bonds with a H atom. For these, both ELF and EPLF localize the attractor on the hydrogen atom while the Boys centroids are located along the bond, at distances about 0.4 Å from the hydrogen.

In the following section, delocalized electron doublets included in $\pi$ systems will be denoted as $\pi$ doublets to differentiate them from the “localized” doublets, such as lone pairs, that will be called $\sigma$ doublets. As expected, the three methods do not give rise to significant differences regarding the latter. Thus, the two sp$^3$ doublets of the water oxygen have both $\theta$ “valence” angles close to 109.5° and $\varphi$ “dihedral” angles close to 120° and 240°; the two sp$^2$ doublets of the formamide oxygen have both $\theta$ angles close to 120° and $\varphi$ angles close to 180° and 0°. There are some differences regarding the distance between the centroid and the “bearer” atom. For the Boys centroids, these amount to on average 0.30 and 0.35 Å when the bearers are O and N atoms, respectively. With EPLF attractors, the corresponding distances are 0.45 and 0.55 Å. With ELF attractors, they amount to 0.58 and 0.72 Å.

There are more important differences between these methods with delocalized systems having double bonds or $\pi$ doublets. For double bonds, Boys localization does not manage to conserve the planar symmetry of the system and will sometimes locate centroids out of the plane of the bond. In benzene, for example, using this procedure one C–C out of two has an in-plane centroid while the vicinal C–C bond has one centroid above and the other below the plane (see Fig. 1c). In the case of imidazole and formamide, ELF and EPLF locate the $\pi$ doublets above and below the plane, close to the perpendicular to the N atom. The Boys procedure does not localize the $\pi$ doublets on the N atoms but localizes them instead along the C–N bonds, on both sides of the plane, as for “banana bonds”. This highlights the shortcoming of the Boys procedure for delocalized systems because of the constraint that each LMO must have an integer number of electrons (1 or 2).

The localization procedure appears to be mostly independent of the level of theory used. One exception is found for formamide, as observed in Figs. 2 and 3, which give the localization of the extra points for the different methods. Thus, at the HF level ELF localizes two attractors along the C–O bond, instead of above and below the plane. This could be due to the absence of correlation.

Molecular mechanics

Methodology

In this section, we will consider a test set of Zn$^{2+}$ mono- and poly-hydrated complexes, namely [Zn(H$_2$O)$_2$]$^{2+}$, [Zn(H$_2$O)$_5$]$^{2+}$, [Zn(H$_2$O)$_6$]$^{2+}$, and [Zn(H$_2$O)$_5$]$_{4+}$. We will evaluate the impact of using coordinates for the O lone pairs derived from the ELF, EPLF, or Boys localization procedures instead of those derived from their standard internal variables in SIBFA or Gaussian electrostatic model (GEM)/SIBFA. The [Zn(H$_2$O)$_5$]$^{2+}$, [Zn(H$_2$O)$_5$]$_{4+}$, and...
[Zn(H2O)4/2+] complexes have, respectively, six, five, and four water molecules in the first hydration shell and zero, one, and two in the second hydration shell (Fig. 4).

To do so, we will use the GEM/SIBFA framework28 that combines the SIBFA water model14 to a Gaussian electrostatic model (GEM)15,28 density representation of the metal cation. The SIBFA molecular mechanics procedure aims at reproducing each separate contribution of the QC interaction energy, namely Coulomb (\(E_{\text{c}}\)), exchange repulsion (\(E_{\text{exch}}\)), polarization (\(E_{\text{pol}}\)), and charge transfer (\(E_{\text{ct}}\)) at the HF level and correlation/dispersion at the post-HF level. In SIBFA, \(E_{\text{rep}}\) and \(E_{\text{ct}}\) are computed as approximations of the overlaps between the localized orbitals of the interacting molecules. It uses off-centered points to represent the centroids of the localized lone pair hybrids. Therefore, using alternative values for the internal coordinates than the default ones in current use can impact the magnitudes of these two contributions. It is noted that the off-centered points are not fictitious atoms with partial atomic charges and (or) van der Waals radii, as done in some variants of classical force fields29 and as was the case in the earliest version of SIBFA.30 With the lone-pair positions computed using the coded internal coordinates, \(E_{\text{rep}}\) and \(E_{\text{ct}}\) are calibrated by fitting the van der Waals radii of the bearer atoms to reproduce the radial dependencies of the QC \(E_{\text{exch}}\) and \(E_{\text{ct}}\), respectively, using the RVS analyses. Resorting to QC-derived internal coordinates for the lone-pair centroids, reflecting their “true” values within the molecular structure of the ligand rather than the standard values, could accordingly deliver more reliable values for the van der Waals radii.

SIBFA was recently interfaced28 with the GEM procedure resulting in a further increase of accuracy upon computing cation–ligand complexes. We have accordingly resorted to the GEM/SIBFA methodology28 in the present study. Presently, the Zn(II) cation is represented with its frozen density expressed in terms of Gaussian Hermites31 while the ligand is represented with its distributed multipoles. The O van der Waals radii were recalibrated to be consistent with the set of internal lone-pair coordinates given by the different localization procedures. This was done by fitting the van der Waals radii of O to calibrate \(E_{\text{rep}}\) and \(E_{\text{ct}}\) on the Zn–H2O complexes to match the radial dependencies. They are given in Table 1.

Table 1. Exchange-repulsion and charge-transfer energies for ab initio, SIBFA, and modified SIBFA versions so that the lone pair position correspond to Boys, ELF, or EPLF in (a) [Zn(H2O)6]2+, (b) [Zn(H2O)5/1]2+, and (c) [Zn(H2O)4/2]2+ complexes. The differences between ab initio and classical results are also computed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complex</th>
<th>(E_{\text{rep}}) (H9004)</th>
<th>(\Delta E_{\text{rep}})</th>
<th>(E_{\text{ct}}) (H9004)</th>
<th>(\Delta E_{\text{ct}})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) [Zn(H2O)6]2+</td>
<td>114.9</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>−21.3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ab initio</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIBFA/current localization</td>
<td>120.2</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>−21.8</td>
<td>−0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIBFA/Boys localization</td>
<td>114.4</td>
<td>−0.6</td>
<td>−20.6</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIBFA/ELF localization</td>
<td>116.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>−21.4</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIBFA/EPLF localization</td>
<td>116.3</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>−20.8</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) [Zn(H2O)5/1]2+</td>
<td>125.4</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>−24.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ab initio</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIBFA/current localization</td>
<td>128.2</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>−24.6</td>
<td>−0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIBFA/Boys localization</td>
<td>124.5</td>
<td>−0.9</td>
<td>−23.4</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIBFA/ELF localization</td>
<td>126.4</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>−24.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIBFA/EPLF localization</td>
<td>125.4</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>−23.6</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) [Zn(H2O)4/2]2+</td>
<td>137.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>−26.8</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ab initio</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIBFA/current localization</td>
<td>136.8</td>
<td>−0.2</td>
<td>−27.4</td>
<td>−0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIBFA/Boys localization</td>
<td>135.5</td>
<td>−1.5</td>
<td>−26.0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIBFA/ELF localization</td>
<td>137.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>−26.8</td>
<td>−0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIBFA/EPLF localization</td>
<td>135.7</td>
<td>−1.3</td>
<td>−26.2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results and discussion

For the mono-ligated Zn(II)–H2O complex, Fig. 5 displays the radial dependencies of \(E_{\text{rep}}\) and \(E_{\text{ct}}\) with the four sets of internal lone-pair coordinates as compared to their QC counterparts. Table 2 gives their values in the [Zn(H2O)6]2+, [Zn(H2O)5/1]2+, and [Zn(H2O)4/2]2+ hexahydrated Zn(II) complexes and the corresponding QC values. These tests constitute the first calculations aiming to evaluate the impact of three different QC-localization procedures on the ability of the short-range contributions, \(E_{\text{rep}}\) and \(E_{\text{ct}}\).
to reproduce \( E_{\text{exch}} \) and \( E_{\text{ct}} \) (QC) in the context of their GEM/SIBFA formulations. They do not as such attempt to compare the relative inherent merits of the localization procedures. Some conclusions on the validity of the approach can nevertheless be drawn. The three different methods give results differing by <1.5 kcal/mol in absolute values from the QC ones regarding repulsion and by <0.8 kcal/mol regarding charge transfer. They bring about a significant improvement (by up to 5.3 kcal/mol out of 115) with respect to the “standard” lone pairs. The ELF lone-pair localization procedure is the one enabling the closest agreement to QC repulsion and charge transfer. One possible reason for the more uniform match of \( E_{\text{ct}} \) (SIBFA) to its QC counterpart than that of \( E_{\text{rep}} \), even though both contributions are overlap-dependent, is the formulation of \( E_{\text{rep}} \) under the \( S^2/R + S^2/R^2 \) form, where \( S \) is an approximation of the intermolecular interorbital overlap, and \( R \) is the distance between the centroids of the interacting overlaps. The presence of \( R \) and \( R^2 \) in the denominators could confer extra sensitivity to the precise location of the centroids in the case of \( E_{\text{rep}} \).

Beyond water, we tested this approach with other Zn(II)–ligands displayed in Fig. 1. As mentioned in the Quantum chemistry section, only few differences were visible between the different localization procedures. Therefore, their possible impact on the actual \( E_{\text{rep}} \) and \( E_{\text{ct}} \) values can be recovered by the calibration procedure (by triggering the effective radii of the atoms concerned).

Conclusions and perspectives
The use of off-centered points is necessary to confer anisotropy to the overlap-dependent contributions of next-generation force fields. Their exact locations can be derived upon resorting to non-empirical QC localization procedures, such as the Boys procedure or the ELF and EPLF topological analyses. These three approaches were applied to thirteen molecules encountered in biological systems and in supramolecular chemistry. ELF and EPLF gave similar outcomes. The Boys procedure had a different outcome upon handling delocalized \( \pi \) systems since it broke their symmetry localizing some bond extra points perpendicular to the conjugated system plan. Thus, for the representative case of benzene, one C–C out of two has an in

Table 2. Optimized van der Waals radii for the oxygen of the SIBFA water molecule for the original oxygen lone pair position and for the ab initio placed one (Boys, ELF, and EPLF).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Localization method</th>
<th>O van der Waals radius (Å)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SIBFA</td>
<td>1.448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boys</td>
<td>1.474</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELF</td>
<td>1.412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPLF</td>
<td>1.375</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5. Evolution of the (a) exchange-repulsion and (b) charge-transfer energies (in kcal/mol) as a function of the distance between the Zn(II) cation and the oxygen atom, \( d(\text{Zn–O}) \).
plane centroid while the vicinal C–C bond has two centroids, one above and one below the plane. Since they resort to electron densities, the ELF and EPLF approaches can either be computed at HF, DFT, or post-HF levels. On the other hand, the Boys analysis is restricted to HF and DFT since it requires an access to the correlated orbitals that cannot be computed at the post-Hartree–Fock level. Within a given localization scheme, the location of the off-centered points was found to have little sensitivity to the size of the basis set and the level of theory.

The outputs from these procedures can be directly used to locate the nonatomic centers within force field models. We have compared the effect of the different localization procedures of the lone pairs on the GEM/SIBFA overlap-dependent contributions, exchange repulsion ($E_{ex}$), and charge transfer ($E_{ct}$). All three procedures enabled a closer match of these contributions to their QC counterparts (<1.5 kcal/mol out of 115 for $E_{ex}$ and <0.8 kcal/mol out of 25 for $E_{ct}$) than upon using the standard lone-pair coordinates currently used in GEM/SIBFA, for which the error could amount to up to 5 kcal/mol out of 115 in the case of $E_{ex}$. The ELF appeared to enable slightly improved matches to QC than the other methods. For delocalized systems, the use of the Boys procedure may be prevented or would need additional “post-Boys” regularization procedures that could lead to ambiguous results. In such cases, the ELF and EPLF could be preferable, especially as they can be used beyond the HF or DFT levels that restrict the use of the Boys approach. In contrast, the EPLF can be used for any type of post-HF wave-function method and essentially gives results equivalent to the ELF. The present preliminary results show that QC localization procedures can be used to nonempirically derive accurate positions for off-centered points intervening in the formulation of the overlap-dependent contributions of next-generation force fields. The lone-pair coordinates derived as an outcome from such procedures could be more reliable than the standard ones currently allotted to them by the GEM/SIBFA program as a function of the chemical nature of the bearer atom based on its atomic number and hybridization state. This could be particularly important when differences between atoms of the same nature arise because of the electronic structure of the fragment to which they belong. Examples are N$_3$ and N$_5$ atoms in guanine versus adenine, and versus the sp-like N in imidazole, or the carbonyl group in formamide as compared to each of the nucleic acid bases, etc. Such differences could also be a fortiori arise between atoms of the same atomic number and hybridization state in the same molecule, such as N$_2$ versus N$_5$, in the purine bases or O$_2$ versus O$_5$, in thymine or uracil. An additional variable that can be derived is the electronic population on the doublets, which is presently two in uracil. An additional variable that can be derived is the electronic population on the doublets, which is presently two in uracil.
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